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SPECSIFICATIONS

Automatically Adjust Distance
Zealot gives you the ability to customize the lift distance. This has a number of practical applications, most importantly it allows you to fine-tune the mouse to your preferred mousepad or mousing surface.

UPE Teflon Glide
Gaming grade teflon of mouse button ensure maximum glide. Team Scorpion recommend changing glides regularly as they will eventually worn down.

Driver software
Team Scorpion Zealot user-friendly driver interface allows you to adjust macros and set keybindings, tweak cursor sensitivity, create custom profiles for each game, and assign commands to your programmable buttons and modes, plus selecting the most stunting lighting system combination. All configurations to your specific needs can be stored on the onboard memory.

3 Lighting Schemes
Team Scorpion Zealot has three sets of lighting system, full-color "breathing" light, 6-color "pulse-fluid" light and red "heart-beating" light. The lighting system provides feedback in operation, it also stimulate your mind during exciting games.

Professional player settings file
Team Scorpion Frost Wyam mouse can be setup with 5 button profiles, this feature allows you to activate the extra button setup and DPI according to what game you are playing.

Onboard Memory
Gamer can program up to five extra buttons.

SIZE
Height: 3.8 cm (1.5 inches)
Width: 7.3 cm (2.6 inches)
Depth: 12.7 cm (5 inches)
Weight: 88 g (0.19 pounds)

COMPATIBILITY
Operating systems:
Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Mac OSX*
*Configuration software only available for Windows operating systems.